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Customer Trends

• They own the infrastructure we use to reach
them

• This infrastructure is moving to the body

– Soon, greater than 100% penetration for cell
phones in key regions

• Bandwidth is portable

• Mobile, social, and immediate



Years of Work on Mobile

• 2002 – Launched handheld-compatible pdb
files, allowing article download and
consumption on mobile devices

• 2004 – Created handheld redirect version,
allowing online access to specially designed
version of NEJM.org

• 2005 – Created CSS-redirect version of Journal
Watch site for handhelds











Years of Success with Mobile

• PDB files still used moderately

• Handheld version still generating traffic

• However . . .





The iPhone

• Rapid adoption by physicians

– Up to 25% of our readers have one

• Especially prevalent among younger
physicians

– Greater penetration, heavier use

• Suitable commercial models

• Great SDK





















Developing Two Applications

• NEJM This Week

– Free, experimental

– Want to test adoption, preferred functionality

– Contains some interesting content options

• NEJM Image Challenge

– Paid application

– Putting a popular interactive feature into the
iPhone environment



NEJM This Week





















NEJM Image Challenge



> 10 Million
responses since
October 2005

Third most-traffic
for a domain URL
(after home page
and search)

Popular with
younger
physicians,
physicians-in-
training

Famous as an NEJM-
only feature

Fun! Interactive!!



























Branding Small Spaces

• Prevalence of smaller displays forced us to
revisit branding guidelines developed for print
and larger surfaces

• Had to squeeze more information into smaller
areas

• Had to reconcile early, scattered attempts
into a cohesive approach



Before . . .



After . . .













The Major Devices



The Kindle DX









Commercial Models

• NEJM This Week – we will test advertising

• NEJM Image Challenge – we will test paid

• Kindle – licensing arrangement with Amazon
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Plans for iPhone Apps

• Launch both NEJM applications (This Week and Image
Challenge) in late 2009 or early 2010

• Launch CardioExchange companion app in early 2010

• Conduct market and technology assessments in Fall
2009
– iPhone 3.0 upgrades?

– Customer acceptance

– Integration with business models

• Explore partner solutions for other products

• Gauge success of paid application



Remaining Challenges for Apps

• Completion – These require as much work as
a small site

• Approval – Apple’s App Store has an approval
process that can take weeks

– You can start early, but it’s hard to judge when

– Apps with medical content may take longer to
explain to the prudes

• Marketing



Customer Trends

• They own the infrastructure we use to reach
them

• This infrastructure is moving to the body

– Soon, greater than 100% penetration for cell
phones in key regions

• Bandwidth is portable

• Mobile, social, and immediate

• Look how far behind them we are . . .
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